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INTRODUCTION

To a more democratic information
environment

I

n the 2016 US Presidential Election,
we witnessed a sustained assault
on American institutions on an
unprecedented scale. Cyber operations against a major American political party resulted in leaks that
set the agenda in the waning days of the
election. Adversary-owned media outlets
dominated American social networks. Adversary-owned social media accounts posing as Americans established themselves
as major influencers, driving 340 million
shares on Facebook1 and earning a 20%
retweet rate on Twitter.2

Iran, and 2013 theft of Boeing intellectual
property by China.
Covert Information: Dissemination of
propaganda in pursuit of a competitive advantage over an opponent5 through media
which conceals its origins. Examples include Russian social media accounts Blacktivist and TenGOP and Iranian clones of
The Atlantic.

Overt Information: Dissemination of
propaganda in pursuit of a competitive advantage over an opponent4 through media
which openly states its affiliation with an
Since then, the national security commu- actor. Examples include Russia’s RT, Chinity, private sector, and civil society have na’s CGTN, and Iran’s PressTV.
worked tirelessly to secure the vulnerabilities exposed in 2016. Our capacity to expo- Though there is significant overlap, this is
se adversarial information operations far not a report on disinformation: Attempts
outpaces our position four short years ago. by domestic politicians, activists, and soThis report reflects those improvements. cial networks to discredit election results
For each of Russia, Iran, and China, you’ll or aggravate ethnic tensions, though sufind in this report an introduction to their pportive of adversary goals, are beyond
doctrines and theories underpinning digi- this report’s scope. This report focuses
tal warfare strategies and tactics, a history instead on the efforts attributable to Rusof digital operations by each actor, and an sia, China, Iran to affect the 2020 election.
analysis of the extent and impact of their
cyber, overt information, and covert infor- The progress in the foreign interference
mation attacks against the 2020 US Presi- field over the past few years is laudable
and impressive, however, our adversaries
dential Election.
have built and lavishly funded extensive
Throughout the report, we’ll refer to three bureaucracies to control the digital enforms of digital operations, each most ef- vironment. Our goal is for this report to
fective when complementing the other equip those charged with responding with
the knowledge to prepare and respond.
two:
Understanding our adversaries’ motivaCyber: An attack, via cyberspace, targe- tions, strategies, and tactics is key to miting an enterprise’s use of cyberspace nimizing risk. To this end, we’re providing
for the purpose of disrupting, disabling, the data and analysis here in interactive
destroying, or maliciously controlling a form at mindsbesieged.io. With the Minds
computing environment/infrastructure; Besieged Project, we begin the process of
or destroying the integrity of the data or applying the lessons of 2020 to a more sestealing controlled information.3 Exam- cure, more resilient, and more democratic
ples include the 2016 DNC hack by Russia, digital environment.
2011 DDoS attack on American banks by
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Less Adversary Influence, More Adversary Achievement

T

he 2020 election saw a marked decline in the influence of foreign adversaries compared to 2016.
That victory for the United States, however, was
largely illusory: influence operations are a means
to the end, and many of the goals of our adversaries–above all to discredit the election results–
found success beyond their wildest imagination of only a decade ago.

fielded botnets at unprecedented scale, with Twitter claiming
to have taken down 175,000 bots in a single purge at the start
of 2020. The bots struggled to gain traction, with many taken
down before gaining a single follower. Chinese hackers targeted election officials, compromising some accounts, but failed to use any pilfered information in relation to the election.

Though Iran showed a new level of sophistication with their
covert information operations, creating clones of trusted
As in 2016, Russia led the field in terms of scale, sophistication, American websites, their overall strategy was haphazard and
and impact across overt information operations, covert infor- ineffective. Iranian overt information operations seized on
mation operations, and cyber attacks. Improved cybersecurity several election wedge issues though showed little impact.
from political parties and election officials hampered Russia’s Iranian cyber attacks targeted campaign staffers and US ofability to replicate the impact of the 2016 DNC Hack. Russian ficials but failed to compromise any targets. Iranian covert
botnets appeared to fall short of their highly influential posi- information operations were complex and highly-targeted
tion in 2016, though most of those botnets were only exposed but fell flat.
the following year. Russian overt information operations continued to expand in scope, but with popular Russian conspi- The United States has made major strides in cybersecuriracies about rigged elections, George Soros, and the deep state ty, preventing the type of hack that played a major role in
entering the mainstream the relative impact of Russian infor- agenda setting in the final weeks of the 2020 election. Social
mation operations decreased, even if the goals of these opera- networks’ improved bot detection capabilities created additions found greater success.
tional barriers to covert information operations. Overt information operations expanded and had a large absolute imChinese information operations rose to a position of promi- pact, though smaller relative impact as many narratives once
nence in 2020, botnets vastly increased in scale and scope, but relegated to adversary propaganda outlets won acceptance
cyber attacks remained focused on industrial espionage rather domestically. Despite the diminished role of foreign adverthan elections. From almost no Facebook presence in 2016, Chi- saries in defining the election, each could point to major vicna now possesses five of the six most followed news pages on tories: the discrediting of election results for a large share of
the social network, though China failed to create the sort of hi- the population, weakened trust in American institutions, and
ghly-targeted viral content Russia consistently achieves. China internals tensions aggravated to historic levels.
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OVERVIEW

The Russian
Federation
$65.1B $300M

MILITARY SPENDING (2019)7

CYBER WARFARE
SPENDING (2017)8

372K

3.3K

ENGLISH-LANGUAGE
PUBLICATIONS

SOCIAL NETWORK
ACCOUNTS REMOVED

$1.3B
INTL PROPAGANDA
BUDGET (2017)9

5

MAJOR CYBER
OPERATIONS

Russia possesses a robust, sophisticated bureaucracy dedicated to digital warfare. Among the first
actors to develop a coherent doctrine on information warfare, Russia has long framed control of the
digital environment as an issue essential to national security. The Russian government controls a
sprawling media empire, generating multitudes more content on Western social media than any other
state and positioning the Kremlin as one of the leading publishers of any kind on YouTube. Cyber units
within the Main Intelligence Directorate (GRU) have been at the cutting edge of hacking operations,
with advanced and far reaching accomplishments stretching back a decade. Covert information
operations, conducted largely by government contractors, have reached millions. While Russian
behavior suggests a strong preference for undermining confidence in American institutions above any
specific outcome, Trump’s reelection was a high priority, with state-owned outlets echoing campaign
talking points on right-wing targeted media, attacking Biden for straying from liberal orthodoxy on
left-wing targeted media, and possibly leaking damaging material on Biden’s son.
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RUSSIAN
FEDERATION

DOCTRINE & HISTORY

Russia has a highly sophisticated and well developed information warfare doctrine, inheriting from its earliest days a Soviet expectation
of total state control over the media.9 Among
the first major battles in Putin’s early years was
wresting control of independent media from
powerful oligarchs.10 In Putin’s first year in
office, the Ministry of Defense released its Information Warfare Doctrine declaring among
the threats to national security: “the striving
of a number of countries toward dominance
and the infringement of Russia’s interests in
the world information space” and the “development by a number of states of information
war concepts.”11 Russia has long framed its information operations as a reaction to Western
aggression, applying Russian conceptions of
state influence over private and charter corporations to portray CNN and BBC as “information weapons,” in the words of RT chief editor
Margarita Simonyan.12 In this view, state domination of domestic media, along with international ventures such as RT and Sputnik, are
preventative measures against NATO members
looking to deploy information operations to
subvert Russian interests.
The need for a forceful response to threats to
Russian interests in cyberspace became acute
in 2004 when, what future US Ambassador to
Russia Michael McFaul described as “the first
[revolution] in history to be organized largely
online,”13 prevented the inauguration of Viktor
Yanukovych, a Putin ally, as president of Ukraine. Russian military leaders interpreted the
Orange Revolution as a new sort of hybrid warfare, combining quasi-governmental organizations such as NGOs and CSOs with private media to install friendly leaders abroad without
the need for kinetic action. This framework
was put to use during far reaching cyber attacks against Estonia in 2008, carried out by
nonstate actors with tacit state backing. Later
the same year, Russian military leadership interpreted global condemnation of the invasion
of Georgia, and the ensuing isolation in the international community, as proof that informa-

tional failure can overcome kinetic success.14

the ouster of Yanukovych, who became president of Ukraine in free elections in 2010. RusThe priority of information warfare reached a sia responded with an invasion of Crimea and
head soon after with the spread of the “Twit- significant lethal aid to ethnic Russian rebels
ter revolutions.” In 2009, mass mobilization in Eastern Ukraine.
in Moldova, organized largely on Twitter, led
to new elections and victory for a pro-NATO At the Moscow International Security Confecoalition after a pro-Russian coalition had won rence a few weeks after the invasion of Crimea,
in initial elections deemed free and fair by the Russian Chief of the General Staff Valery GeraOSCE.15 Following the Arab Spring, Russia wit- simov declared, “Color revolutions are coups
nessed its largest protest movement in a gene- from the outside… based on information techration. Putin laid blame for the unrest squarely nology manipulating the people into protest”
at the feet of the United States, alleging the while Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu decried
protestors had taken orders from the US Se- that “Foreign values are being imposed on peocretary of State and that foreign governments ples under the guise of expanding democracy
had spent hundreds of millions to interfere in [deploying] primarily the resources of informaRussian elections.16 The seminal moment in tion warfare.”17
modern Russian information warfare occurred in 2014, when pro-Western mass protests, By 2014, Russia was well positioned to launch
organized with the support of American NGOs, sustained information operations against the
political leaders, and social networks, led to West. Though Russian leadership saw in social

Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov (L), Defense Minister Sergei Shoigu (C), and Chief of General
Staff Valery Gerasimov (R) at the 2014 Moscow Conference on International Security
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networks a Western bias, both independent and internal research would show the social networks’ only bias was towards outrage and conspiracy.18 With RT trafficking in both as a matter of
course, and with government investment in international propaganda surpassing a billion dollars by 2010,19 the state-owned
tabloid became the top news network on YouTube across all languages, top in English, top in Arabic, and top three in Spanish,
French, and German. “RT, along with Gazprom and the arms
trade, is the most effective tool in Russian foreign policy,” chief
editor Simonyan boasted.20

“Foreign values are being imposed on
peoples under the guise of expanding
democracy [deploying] primarily the
resources of information warfare”
General of the Army Valery Gerasimov

In the 2016 US Presidential Election, Russia deployed a combination of cyber and information operations, both traditional and
digital, that supported and amplified one another. Paul Manafort, a money launderer for Yanukovych,21 served as campaign
manager for Donald Trump, during which time he had daily
contact with Konstantin Klimnik, an intermediary for Russian
intelligence agencies,22 and spread stories invented by Russian
propagandists, such as an attack on a NATO base in Turkey.23
Michael Flynn, Trump’s security advisor, accepted tens of thousands of dollars from RT.24 Trump himself supported a variety
of longstanding Russian goals, denouncing NATO, supporting
isolationism, aggravating racial tension, undermining faith in
elections, and appearing on RT.25
Combined with more traditional human intelligence tactics,
Russia deployed sophisticated covert information operations to
aggravate tensions in the United States, much coming from the
Internet Research Agency, a troll farm owned by “Putin’s personal chef.” On Facebook, Russian propagandists posed as Americans to create and lead some of the most influential groups for
both Trump supporters and Black Lives Matters activists. The
top five Facebook pages owned by IRA drove 10M shares per
week,26 about 10 times as many as any official campaign page.27
On Twitter, the IRA deployed over 50,000 accounts to generate
1.3M messages which reached 288M Twitter users, out of 310M
users globally.28
While most of what the IRA shared was junk news, most junk
news did not come from the IRA. Nonetheless, the dominance
of junk news supported the goal of Russian information operations, according to Russian media scholar Peter Pomerantsaev,
“not to sell an ideology or a vision of the future; it’s to tell people
that ‘the truth is unknowable.’”29 Junk news accounted for 14 of
the top 20 most engaged with political stories on Facebook30 and
generated twice as many retweets as traditional news.31
Cyber attacks played a crucial role in promoting the efforts of
Russian information operations. The “Fancy Bear” hacker group,
based in the Russian military intelligence GRU, pilfered tens of
thousands of emails from the Democratic National Committee.32
The leaked emails, heavily promoted by RT and IRA, dominated
both social and legacy media in the final weeks of the campaign.
In The New York Times, Washington Post, and Wall Street Journal, words dedicated to Clinton emails outnumbered words on
all Trump scandals by 50%.33
Established as a leading voice in American politics, with sophisticated audience segmentation techniques, cutting edge cyber
operations, and tens of millions of domestic fellow travelers,
Russia presents a unique and complex threat to American election security.
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CYBER OPERATIONS
Throughout 2020 the intelligence community
warned of Russian attempts to once again target the American people and undermine trust
in democracy.34 In August, National Counterintelligence and Security Center (NCSC) Director
William Evanina assessed that Russia is likely
to slander the national security establishment
and to spread falsehoods and conspiracies that
increase polarization. In late September, a CIA
analysis concluded with moderate confidence
that Russia is most likely to direct interference operations aimed at increasing President
Trump’s chances for a second term while vilifying former Vice President Biden.35 While
Russia failed to replicate the success of the
2016 DNC hack, the Kremlin accumulated minor victories in attacks on political campaigns,
advocacy groups, parties and political consultants.
What would be the most prominent victory
for Russian cyber operations has yet to be verified as originating with Russia: the alleged
contents of Hunter Biden’s laptop, leaked by
Trump lawyer Rudy Giuliani, and including
emails emails detailing corrupt dealings by
Joe Biden.36 In 2019, Jon Bolton, then National
Security Advisor, warned staff against meeting
with Rudy Giuliani, fearing Giuliani would act
as a conduit for Russian disinformation regarding Hunter Biden.37 Giuliani had sustained
contact with Andrii Derkach at the time,38 who
the Trump administration would later sanction
for his involvement in election interference.39
The FBI reportedly launched an investigation
into whether the New York Post story was part
of a Russian disinformation operation to degrade the Biden campaign.40 More than 50 former senior intelligence officials signed a letter
claiming that while they have only circumstantial evidence, the story “has all the classic ear-

marks of a Russian information operation.”41
In response, Director of National Intelligence
John Ratcliffe stated that the “laptop is not part
of some Russian disinformation campaign.”42
Corresponding information operations (see
overt information operations sections) did not
offer support to a Russian connection. Although some speculated that the Hunter Biden laptop story would cause a similar turmoil as the
DNC hack 2016 and would dramatically shake
the election’s dynamics, the story failed to gain
similar traction.43
Fancy Bear, also known as Strontium or Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) 28, the hacker
group within the GRU identified in the Mueller
report as the responsible party in the attacks
on the DNC in 2016, continued to serve as the
spearhead of Russian cyber attacks. As Microsoft assessed with high confidence in mid-September, throughout 2020, Fancy Bear launched
campaigns to harvest credentials and steal sensitive information to collect intelligence, enable future surveillance, and disrupt operations.44
The group targeted US-based consultants
working for both Republicans and Democrats,
US-based think tanks and advocacy organizations, national and state party organizations, in
addition to the European People’s Party, a center-right European Parliament coalition, and
political parties in the UK. Fancy Bear’s tactics have evolved in the last four years. While in
2016 the group used spearphishing attacks to
harvest credentials, this time it conducted brute force attacks and password spraying, an attack that attempts to access a large number of accounts with frequently used passwords. Fancy
Bear masked its operations by rotating through
1,000 IP addresses, adding and removing IPs
every day to further obstruct attribution efforts.45 These new techniques and the persistent

focus on anonymity show the adaptability of
GRU cyber units to new defensive measures.
On October 22, the Department of Homeland
Security’s Cybersecurity and Infrastructure
Security Agency (CISA) announced that Russian hackers had been conducting a campaign
against a wide variety of targets, including dozens of government and aviation networks.46
According to government officials, Russia,
through a group called Berserk Bear or Energetic Bear or Dragonfly, successfully compromised network infrastructure of some government agencies and stole data from two of them.
A Homeland Security alert stated that “As this
recent malicious activity has been directed at
[state, local, territorial and tribal] government
networks, there may be some risk to elections
information housed on [those] government
networks.”47 The FBI and CISA later concluded
that there was no evidence of data alterations
or election infrastructure damage. The hackers
reportedly accessed government networks by
obtaining administrator credentials and then
located high value and sensitive information,
including credentials, network configurations,
vendor information, and access badges. The
CISA advisory added that while there is no information to indicate that the hackers disrupted election operations, they may in the future
seek additional options to influence US democratic procedures.48 The Kremlin denied all accusations.49
On October 30, Reuters reported that Fancy
Bear also targeted the email accounts of Democratic state parties in California and Indiana
and influential think tanks in Washington, namely the Council on Foreign Relations and the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.50 However, officials said the attacks failed,
and the targets said they had not recorded any
evidence of successful hacks.51
On October 22, the Director of National Intelligence John Ratcliffe announced that Russia
and Iran had attempted to influence public
opinion relating to the election and had obtained voter registration information, which was
in some cases public.52 Ratcliffe’s office issued
a warning that the data could be used to provide false information regarding the election and
subsequently cause confusion.
On December 13, a far-reaching attack on FireEye, Treasury, and Commerce, attributed to
APT 29 within the SVR, was discovered. The attack had no discernible impact on the election
at time of publication.
In contrast to 2016, Russian cyber attacks were
unable to change the election’s dynamics. Russian cyber operations showed a high level of
adaptability and innovation but were unable
to compromise networks in a way that would
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COVERT IO
Russia’s covert IO expanded after the 2016 election, with Russian ads continuing to run on
Facebook until May 2017, and Twitter failing
to identify over 2,500 fake Russian accounts
until October 2017.53 Russia’s covert IO combined various tactics such as cyber attacks, troll
farm-facilitated content manipulation, and
fake official news sources to spread conspiracy theories for US audiences. Russia has been
prolific in covert IO in 2020, with 600 accounts
removed on Facebook and Instagram, in addition to over 200 Pages and Groups.
In January 2020, Facebook identified a Russian
covert IO campaign focused on Ukraine and
states neighboring Russia. Though only Facebook reported activity on its platform, Graphika identified Russian operations on other
platforms including independent blogs.54 Russian operators used fake Facebook accounts
and posed as Ukrainian citizens to post negative content about the Ukrainian government
and Crimean Tatars.55 Most content targeting
other European countries appeared between
2016-2018, but some accounts remained active
in 2020. Russian personas on Facebook posted
articles critical of the US Peace Corps in Moldova, where a 2020 election pitted a pro-Russian
coalition against a pro-Western opposition,
while others published content to undermine
NATO and the EU.56 In total Facebook removed
82 Facebook and Instagram accounts, 11 Pages,
and 29 Groups associated with the network.
In March, Facebook and Graphika exposed an
IRA-affiliated network run out of Ghana but
targeting Black communities in the US. The network comprised 134 Facebook and Instagram
accounts, 69 Pages, and 71 Twitter accounts.
Dubbed “Double Deceit” by Graphika, the covert IO campaign recruited witting and unwitting employees in Ghana to conduct the operation against the US.57 The operation deployed
content on social justice issues to sow discord
amongst US audiences. The campaign achieved authenticity by acting as a human rights
NGO in Ghana.58
In April, Facebook and Google identified a
Russian covert IO focused on COVID-19 and
Ukraine. Facebook removed 92 Facebook and
Instagram accounts, two groups, and 46 pages,
while Google removed 22 Youtube channels.59
Like previous covert IO, Russia used fake accounts on both platforms and posed as authentic media outlets in Ukraine to spread content.
The campaign comprised anti-US posts in English and Russian and maintained a consistent
message across Youtube and Facebook.60 The

Despite the runaway success of covert information operations in 2016, evidence so far
does not support similar success in 2020, though most discovery of Russian covert IO in 2016
occurred in the following year. Russian covert
In June, Google and Twitter detected a cross- activities so far discovered focused mainly on
-platform covert IO targeting Russian-speakers. improving Russia’s image rather than stoking
The Stanford Internet Observatory reported tensions as earlier operations had.
that the covert IO promoted pro-Kremlin, anti-opposition, and anti-Western content.62 The
network centered on a news outlet called Current Policy. Amplifier accounts manipulated
engagements and increased content popularity. Clusters of accounts had different focuses:
some attacked Russian opposition figures like
Alexei Navalny, others amplified politically-charged content from fake accounts, and
another set praised Vladimir Putin and his party.63 Content volume peaked in 2019, but some
accounts evaded termination and continued
posting until June 2020. Google reported the
removal of 17 Youtube channels in connection
facebook
with this network, but did not release further
details.64
covert IO extended into May on Youtube and
resulted in the removal of 47 more channels,
but Facebook detected no further accounts after April.61

In August 2020, Facebook found two IRA-affiliated networks creating pages disguised as
legitimate news sources to enhance the credibility of content published by Russia.65 The
content focused on social justice issues in the
US, COVID-19, Israeli-Palestinian tensions, and
EU and NATO issues. The operation managed
to enlist unwitting freelance journalists to write articles on behalf of the IRA, boosting credibility.
In early September, Twitter identified five Russian accounts designed to amplify content on
a Russian-linked website called PeaceData.66
Like the IRA networks identified in August,
PeaceData contained articles published by
freelance journalists to disguise the network’s
more malign content. Despite publishing over
1,300 tweets, hardly any posts garnered engagement with audiences before removal. Twitter
partnered with the FBI to confirm attribution.67
Though Facebook did not disclose any direct
covert IO connected to Russia in October, the
platform did identify content similar to past
IRA activity from an unknown source.68 The
FBI also assisted Facebook in an investigation
of the network which contained 2 Pages, 22
Instagram accounts, and a follower base of
over 54,000 users. Content from this network
amplified political conversations from both a
liberal and conservative perspective, and impersonated Americans supporting various social causes.
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783

takedowns

1239
twitter
takedowns

124

youtube
takedowns

OVERT IO

Normalizing of Russian Narratives

1.09
BILLION

Views of Kremlin-owned YouTube
channels in two months leading up to
the election

Russia is by far the world’s most prolific and
successful international propagandist, accounting for more than a third of all content
from the 152 actors tracked by Omelas in 2020.
Russian outlets maintained positions of significant influence in both mainstream right-wing and far left online discourse, with the
relative power of Russian messaging diluted
only by the extent to which domestic actors
adopted that messaging. YouTube continued to
be a bright spot for Kremlin IO activities. In the
two months leading up to the election, Russian
state-owned channels generated 1.09 billion
views, roughly equivalent to The New York Times channel’s total over the past 14 years.
Between 2016 and 2020, popular Russian narratives on American corruption, the illegitimacy of elections, conspiracies of a “deep state”,
and the nefarious influence of George Soros
moved from the fringes to the mainstream. As
early as 1997, strategist Aleksander Dugin had
called on Russia to begin “actively supporting
all dissident movements” in the United States,
especially, “extremist, racist, and sectarian

groups”.69 Russian president Vladimir Putin
had long resented American accusations that
Russian elections were unfree and sought to
cast American elections as the same. Putin
and Russian military leadership approached
geopolitics with an unflinching cynicism. Democracy promotion, especially when supported by nonprofits linked to George Soros, an
ally of Putin’s early domestic enemies, was a
veneer for power politics. The bureaucracy of
the American state, especially the parts aimed
at limiting Russian aggression, comprised a
“deep state” which accrued power outside any
form of accountability. Over the past decade,
many domestic actors picked up identical messaging, whether through direct contact with
Russian media or through their own invention.
Regardless of how much is attributable to Russian information operations directly and how
much to Russia’s ideological fellow travelers,
the Russian government’s view of American
government and American elections has become firmly entrenched in the heart of American
politics.

Color Revolution
As protestors flooded the area around the White House in early June, Russian state media saw
a replay of events in Georgia, Moldova, and
Ukraine: mass protests on the streets of the
capital demanding the ouster of a pro-Russian
leader. “America masterminded ‘color revolutions’ around the world,” read one RT headline, “Now the very same techniques are being
used at home.” “Is Black Lives Matter a Color
Revolution?” asked a Sputnik piece. In the subsequent two weeks, Russia published on average two pieces each day comparing the civil
unrest to a color revolution. Lara Logan, a Fox
Nation correspondent, tweeted a blog making
the same claim.70 Though Logan linked to the
author’s personal page, the blog was written
for globalresearch.ca,71 described by both the
State Department and NATO as a conduit for
Russian propaganda.72 Logan had earlier made
the same claim on Fox & Friends, one of America’s most popular right-wing shows.73 Logan
rejected color revolutions as organic displays
of discontent, echoing definitions provided by
Russian military leadership that such protests
are “techniques for regime change” conducted

by “paid agitators.”
In September, Fox News host Tucker Carlson
adopted the Russian framing of the Ukrainian
Revolution of 2014 as a “color revolution” started by “U.S. Intel Agencies.”74 Russian Chief of
the General Staff Valery Gerasimov had defined color revolutions as “coups from the outside” and Carlson’s guest, Darren Beattie, defined them as “a very specific type of coup...
favored by many in our national security apparatus.” Beattie, a former Trump speechwriter,
later appeared on One America News Network
to denounce the “Color Revolution against President Trump.”75
Beattie has no connection to Russia, and Logan shared Russia-linked propaganda on color
revolutions only after her appearance on Fox
and Friends. The two instances instead reflect
how Russian messaging–The “deep state” is
America’s enemy, color revolutions are CIA-backed coups–had already established itself in
the mainstream, requiring no prodding from
Russian outlets to reach a mass audience.
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Darren Beattie appeared on
Tucker Carlson Tonight on 16
September 2020 to promote Russian
conspiracies

OVERT IO

Civil Unrest
Beyond stoking fears of a color revolution,
Russia latched onto civil unrest to promote
an image of the United States spiraling out of
control. From May 26 until the election, Russian English-language outlets published 13,007
pieces on the unrest, driving 5.8M active engagements in addition to 5,751 pieces published
by Spanish-language outlets which received
1.6M active engagements. Russian content aimed to aggravate tensions on both sides of the
American political spectrum, using different
brands to promote opposing stories. RT America created content to induce fear and outrage among right-wing Americans, with stories
showing “antifa” celebrating the murder of a
Trump supporter, portraying the left as claiming all opposition to riots are “racist”, and
showing the supposed persecution of supporters of Kyle Rittenhouse, the alleged murderer
in the Kenosha riots. RT Going Underground
applied the same tactics to the American left,
accusing right-wing media of racism, mocking
American police, and lambasting Trump for
defending Rittenhouse.

While Russian media posted impressive output
and engagement in their portrayal of America’s
civil unrest, Russian coverage differed little
from mainstream American coverage. Much
of left-wing American media sided with the
protestors, infamously describing protests that
had descended into looting as “mostly peaceful”76 (which RT’s right-wing outlets eagerly
amplified) while much of right-wing media
framed the protests as illegitimate and a threat
to the safety of their audience. While Russia
provided some support to extreme portrayals,
in a year with mainstream media rushing to
extremes, the impact of one more extremist
voice was reduced compared to 2016.

Image accompanying RT story on
CBS “whitewash[ing] Kenoasha destruction as mostly ‘peaceful protest’”

Portrayal of Biden

Russia pushed the narrative of Hunter’s
laptop far less aggressively than they had
pushed Clinton’s emails 4 years ago. The
Russian origin of the Hunter leak is still
uncertain.

In the three months leading up to the election, Russia published 2,404 English-language pieces on Biden, driving 240.2k active engagements in addition to 412 Spanish driving
407.8k engagements. In both languages, Russia’s portrayal of Biden was exceedingly negative, scoring -0.81 on a -1 to +1 scale in our
analysis of sentiment expressed. Russian criticism of Biden largely fell in line with Trump
talking points: Biden is too frail to be president, Biden would die in office, and Biden is
enthrall to the far left. On Russia’s left-targeted outlets, attacks on Biden also echoed the
Trump campaign, calling the former Vice
President a war hawk,77 a corporate crony,78
and prejudiced against Blacks.79
Russian overt information operations did
not appear to conduct an coordinated effort
to amplify The New York Post story on Hunter Biden’s emails. In the three weeks between the story and the election, the emails
were only the fourth most discussed story
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by English-language outlets, accounting for
338 pieces, only 1.5% of total pieces in that
time frame. This could reflect a lack of Russian involvement in the release of the emails,
lack of communication between intelligence units and state media, or an intentional
downplaying to preempt accusations of the
hack’s Russian origin.

OVERT IO

Portrayal of Trump

Trump Nash, or Trump Is Ours, became a popular phrase in Russia during
Trump’s tenure

Trump is widely popular in Russia, with
Trumpnash, literally “Trump is ours”, becoming a popular phrase on Russian state media.80 Though the phrase is occasionally used
as a tongue-in-cheek reference to Americans
overstating Russia’s influence over Trump,
Russia displayed a clear preference for the incumbent with Russian English-language media hewing closely to Trump campaign talking
points. Right-targeted outlets portrayed Trump
as strong, decisive, and victimized by the elite and the media. Russian English-language
outlets published 5,818 pieces on Trump in the
three months leading up to the election, driving 1.2M active engagements.

tory,”81 and parlayed criticism of Trump into
criticism of the American government generally. For instance, activist Cornel West appeared on RT Going Underground where he blamed Trump’s failings on Obama’s “neoliberal
rule,”82 while a senior Bernie Sanders advisor
appeared on the same program to call both
candidates “horrid.”83

Left-targeted outlets praised Trump’s attacks
on “the establishment,” with one show calling
Trump “the most pro-Black president in his-

Electoral Fraud
Discrediting US elections has been a longstanding goal of Russian leadership. In 1997, Dugin had called on Russia to deploy methods to
“destabilize internal political processes in the
U.S.”84 Putin himself has framed accusations of
vote rigging as a means to gain international
advantage, calling the election monitor OSCE
a “vulgar instrument designed to promote
the foreign policy interests of one or a group
of countries.”85 In 2016, numerous headlines
claimed Clinton had stolen a primary victory
from Senator Bernie Sanders,86 and Russia redeployed the tactic in 2020. As conspiracies
of widespread electoral fraud became mainstream, Russia could rely heavily on amplifying
American voices, adding legitimacy to efforts
to discredit the American electoral process.
In the two months leading up to the election,
Russian English-language outlets published
425 pieces claiming, or citing Americans who
claimed, that the election results would be
untrustworthy, garnering 78.1k active engagements. In the two weeks following the election, English-language outlets published 896
pieces claiming the same, driving 428.1k active
engagements.

sident Trump repeatedly claimed without evidence the vote was rigged, Republican leaders
either joined him or lent legitimacy to unfounded accusations of fraud, and American media
outlets such as OANN and Newsmax repeatedly made false allegations of fraud while social
networks spread election misinformation by
the hundreds of millions. Few in Moscow have
grieved Russian state media’s reduced role in
achieving Russian policy objectives. Vladimir
Solovyov, one of Russia’s most popular talk
show hosts, declared “The main result of the
election is clear: There is total lack of trust in
the US election system.” As of December 6, Putin has yet to congratulate Biden and is likely
to question the president-elect’s legitimacy for
the duration of Biden’s term.
Russia promoted election fraud
conspriacies, as in this image
accompanying an RT piece, theories that
recieved major support from American
leadership and social networks

In a poll conducted in November 2020, over
a quarter of American voters believed the US
election was not free and fair.87 Russian state
media can take little credit, however, as Pre-
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China’s digital warfare operations have expanded rapidly over the past four years. Despite banning
major Western social networks domestically, China has won a dominant position on Facebook, owning
five of the top six most followed news pages on the network. While Chinese information operations
have delivered major successes in Taiwanese elections, Beijing’s ambitions in 2020 seem to have
gone no further than preserving China’s reputation amid a global pandemic of Chinese origin and
human rights scandals in Xinjiang and Hong Kong. Even in this modest goal, China faltered. Chinese
cyber attacks showed a new level of sophistication but compromised no networks that would have
affected the election outcome. China remains a global leader in cyber attacks conducted for industrial
espionage or theft, but Chinese information operations have struggled to adapt beyond the Chinesespeaking world.
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The Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has maintained near total control over domestic mass
media and internet, and with an increasing
international presence has sought to expand
its informational presence. “All the work by
the party’s media must reflect the party’s will,
safeguard the party’s authority, and safeguard
the party’s unity,” declared President Xi Jinping
during a visit to state newswire Xinhua. “They
must love the party, protect the party, and closely align themselves with the party leadership
in thought, politics and action.”91
International information operations began to
take their modern form in China with the 1980
founding of the External Propaganda Group
within the Propaganda Department of the Central Committee of the Communist Party, charged with supporting CCP goals of integrating
Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macau. The following
year saw the founding of China Daily, an English-language broadsheet owned by the External Propaganda Group. In 1991, the External Propaganda Group was spun out into the
State Council Information Office, tasked with
promoting the Chinese view of events to the
world and affecting public opinion globally on
Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Macau.92

mes in 1993 and in 1997 the English-language
channel of Central China Television, the main
state broadcaster, was rebranded China Global
Television Network (CGTN) and given an international remit.

nal law to diminish rivals, such as excluding
Taiwan for intergovernmental bodies. In 2005,
the Central Military Commission ratified the
Three Warfares as a standard feature of PLA
training.

The purpose of China’s now expansive information capabilities was codified in the 2003 document “Political Work Regulations” from the
General Staff of the People’s Liberation Army
(PLA). With extensive economic ties to adversary nations and growing global prominence, China sought to lay out means to achieve
geopolitical goals without resorting to kinetic
action. The paper outlined Three Warfares: public opinion, psychological, and legal. Psychological warfare aims to weaken the adversary’s
“will to fight”, public opinion warfare aims to
achieve the same but for an adversary population, including by rallying diplomatic support,
while legal warfare aims to apply internatio-

The new conception of information warfare,
and its ability to achieve political goals, would
be put to the test in Taiwan as an anti-Mainland party came to power, winning the presidency in 2000 and legislative elections in 2004.
The CCP bought a share in Taiwan’s Want Want
Media, enabling direct coordination between
Beijing and leading newspapers and television
channels in Taiwan.93 The pro-Mainland party
recaptured the legislature and presidency in
2008 while adopting Beijing’s line on reunification.
As information operations bore fruit, China
increased investment in “network warfare”, or

Throughout the nineties, China witnessed massive economic expansion and technological advancement, with the internet arriving in China
in 1994. The next year, the party issued extensive regulation of the internet, outlawing any
usage that would cause “injury to the interests
of the state or society.” China implemented a
massive program of control of the domestic internet, culminating in the 2006 completion of
Project Golden Shield, an extensive system for
monitoring, censoring, and blocking internet
traffic.
The lockdown of Chinese internet domestically coincided with increased efforts to ensure
the promotion of “the Chinese view of events.”
China Daily launched the tabloid Global Ti-

Hierarchy of Chinese English-Language Outlets within the Government
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cyber attacks, with the PLA coming to employ as many as 100,000
for that purpose by 2010.94 Chinese cyber attacks rarely corresponded to information operation objectives, instead focusing
on cyber espionage. Keith Alexander, then NSA chief, estimated
that Chinese cyber theft amounted to $250B per year.95
A year later, China allocated $6B for the overseas expansion of
media outlets.96 The same year, China Daily launched an English-language version of Global Times while CGTN launched Arabicand Russian-language channels. Investment in People’s Daily
activity in the United States rapidly increased from $500,000 in
2009 to $14,000,000 in 2012.97

“[Media] must love the party, protect the
party, and closely align themselves with
the party leadership in thought, politics
and action”
President Xi Jinping

By 2015, Chinese funding for international propaganda had reached from $7B - $10B.98 That same year, the Facebook pages of
China’s major outlets began to grow at an astronomical pace.
By the middle of 2016, CGTN, followed by just under a million
Facebook users in early 2015, surpassed BBC News as the most
followed news page on Facebook with 103.3M followers. By the
middle of 2018, China Daily, People’s Daily, and Xinhua all surpassed BBC News in follower count. Global Times is on pace to
surpass BBC News in early 2021, giving the CCP all five of Facebook’s most followed news pages. A 2018 study by The Economist, however, found that most followers were in Africa and
that engagement rates for content were far lower than would be
expected for the pages’ number of followers.
In 2018, China reorganized its different propaganda arms, placing CCTV, CGTN, and China Radio International under China
Media Group, also called Voice of China, an independent institution within the State Council working in close collaboration
with the Propaganda Department. The same year, state newswire China News Service was absorbed into the United Work Front
Department. The United Work Front would later that year adopt
a mixed overt/covert propaganda campaign against Taiwan, deploying an army of 300,000 to trolls to support the pro-Mainland
party in local elections.99
Despite significant victories in Taiwan and Africa,100 China has
struggled to adapt to the online information environment. A lackluster, highly censored domestic landscape, the ban of Western social media in China, and mandates to hew to party lines
in international reporting hamper Chinese influence. Whereas
Russian equivalents are encouraged to plumb and amplify the
most extreme voices in target countries and aim for destructive
goals–questioning the notion of truth, degrading trust in institutions–Chinese information operations aim for largely positive
goals–promoting Chinese international prestige and winning
support for international Chinese-led efforts, constraining the
range of discourse. Nonetheless, China possesses one of the world’s most expansive social media empires, sophisticated cyber capabilities, and both the will and means to expand and improve
upon both.
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tual property theft on behalf of the Chinese
government.105 Microsoft concluded that between May and June 2020 the group had been
extraordinarily active online but compromised
no networks.106

to appear legitimate, and also used leaked passwords available online to enter government
networks. CISA’s report concluded that the
threat did not compromise any election infrastructure.110

On September 10, Microsoft reported that between March 2020 and September 2020 APT 31
launched thousands of attacks on high-profile individuals associated with the election,
including members of the Biden campaign
and in one case a high-profile individual associated with the Trump administration, and
prominent targets in the international affairs
community, including policy organizations, resulting in nearly 150 compromises. APT 31 attempted to intrude networks by impersonating
As of publication, there is no evidence that an antivirus software and infecting victims’
Chinese hacking operations had a major effect devices with malware to gain intelligence on
on the election. Rather, China focused on iso- entities close to the election.107
lated cyberespionage efforts to collect sensitive information and access networks for future Four days later, the Department of Homeland
surveillance opportunities, leaving backdoors Security’s Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Seinto networks. China is the most active actor in curity Agency (CISA) announced that hackers
cyber espionage efforts, and 2020 saw an upti- linked to the Chinese government had repeateck of already established campaigns.103 In June, dly attempted to compromise US government
the director of Google’s Threat Analysis Group, systems over the past year, and that in some
Shane Huntley, reported on Chinese govern- cases the efforts were successful in accessing
ment-linked hackers, namely the cyber-espio- networks and stealing sensitive data.108 The
nage group dubbed Advanced Persistent Threat agency detailed that the hackers used a variety
(APT) 31 by FireEye and called Zirconinum by of open-source and publicly available exploits
Microsoft.104 The hackers targeted Biden’s sta- and phishing emails to compromise governffers, high-profile individuals associated with ment networks. Chinese-affiliated threat acthe election, and academic researchers in in- tors specifically targeted vulnerable devices
ternational affairs. Cybersecurity firm FireEye that are easier to exploit.109 To hinder attribucharacterizes APT 31 as specialized in intellec- tion efforts, the hackers bought web domains

The rise of 5G, expected to serve as a core foundation for the global economy, will present
threats moving forward. Chinese telecoms
giant Huawei is heavily subsidized by the CCP,
and according to the 2017 Chinese National Intelligence Law is required to “support, assist,
and cooperate with” China’s intelligence-gathering authorities.111

On August 7, 2020 the NCSC Director William
Evanina issued an election threat update and
warned of Chinese interference in the election.
Evanina assessed that China has been expanding its influence efforts ahead of the election
to shape policy, putting pressure on political
figures that push an anti-Beijing agenda, and
deflecting and countering criticism of China.
The assessment determined that “China prefers that President Trump – whom Beijing sees
as unpredictable – does not win reelection.”101
In early September, National Security Advisor
Robert O’Brien said that out of all adversaries
China had taken the most active role, and that
China possesses “the most massive program to
influence the US politically.”102
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Despite the consistent warnings of Chinese
political interference in the election and the
Trump administration’s repeated claims that
China is a bigger threat than Russia, evidence
to date indicates the opposite. Little data points to widespread Chinese meddling efforts,
instead, China continued to focus on theft of
intellectual property.112

COVERT IO

281
facebook
takedowns

24k

twitter
takedowns

disclosed the termination of 299 Youtube channels responsible for posting spammy content
about Hong Kong and COVID-19.117 Google removed another 1,846 channels in August, and
1,628 more in September. Facebook similarly
disclosed the removal of 155 Facebook accounts, 6 Instagram accounts, 11 Pages, and 9
Groups in September.118 A large share of Chinese content on Youtube was non-political, but a
small subset of posts in April and May related
to the US response to COVID-19, and some content in June expanded to cover the unrest in the
US.119 Facebook reported the Chinese content
it detected had almost no following but the network still published posts on American candidates.120 Twitter and Facebook reported no
further covert IO from China after August and
China’s earliest covert IO in 2020 focused on September, respectively, but China remained
deflecting criticisms of the CCP’s handling of actively engaged in covert activities on Youtuunrest in Hong Kong and the emerging corona- be.
virus pandemic. Graphika investigated coordinated messaging campaigns from the network, In October, Google reported a large increanicknamed “Spamouflage Dragon”, that re- se of Chinese covert activity on Youtube, and
sembled an earlier Chinese network in 2019.113 like previous findings much of the content was
Twitter later corroborated the network’s prove- spammy and non-political. Google’s October
nance in its own disclosure of 170,000 accoun- report disclosed the removal of 7,479 Youtube
ts removed from the platform in June. Content channels associated with Chinese covert IO,
on Twitter overwhelmingly focused on pushing an increase of 459% from September.121 Only a
misleading narratives about Hong Kong, por- small subset of content was political in nature
trayed the protesters negatively, and painted and posted in English, mainly discussing US
the CCP in a favorable light.114 Graphika re- protests and west coast wildfires.
ported the US travel ban in January led to an
increase in Chinese covert content.115 The bulk Covert Chinese IO in 2020 reflects a continuaof content on Twitter appeared in Chinese and tion of narratives from 2019 such as unrest
decreased significantly around the time it in- in Hong Kong and adaptation to new pressures like COVID-19 and the US election. Covert
creased on other platforms.
activity on Twitter and Facebook was highest
There was a dramatic increase in Chinese co- from early to mid-2020 with amplification on
vert IO in the second half of 2020 on both You- Hong Kong and COVID-19 narratives peaking
tube and Facebook. Chinese IO on Youtube between June and August. Covert Chinese IO
grew from 186 identified accounts in April to on Youtube, however, gradually increased
over 1,300 accounts in June.116 In July, Google throughout the year until surging in August
Only Russia rivals China in scope and sophistication of convert information operations.
In 2020, Twitter identified and removed over
173,000 accounts associated with the Chinese
government. Chinese covert IO was prolific on
Twitter, with Facebook a secondary target platform. Google, Twitter, and Facebook disclosed
their first information on Chinese covert IO in
April, July, and September, respectively. Graphika too released its own report on covert Chinese IO in April. The covert IO detected largely
stayed away from the election, focusing instead
on Hong Kong and the South China Sea. One
aimed to highlight flaws in Trump’s handling of
COVID and coincided with an overt campaign
aiming to accomplish the same.
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and exponentially increasing in October. While the effectiveness of China’s covert activity is
questionable given its sporadic and spammy
nature, China’s ability to ramp up quickly on a
given platform shows growing and dangerous
capabilities.

OVERT IO

436
MILLION

Follower count of the top five Chinese
English-language news sources on
Facebook

Overview
China began 2020 positioned to exercise significant influence over the US election as Facebook’s leading news source, a substantial force
on YouTube and Twitter, and the partial owner
of TikTok, America’s fastest growing social network. While Chinese overt IO may have reduced reputational damage from CCP’s handling
of COVID, Hong Kong, and Xinjiang, Chinese
overt IO was flat footed in its response to an
election where China itself was a major issue.
Even the media arms of the dissident religious
group Fulan Gong–New Tang Dynasty TV and
Epoch Times–often outperformed the CCP on
election issues. Whereas sophisticated targe-

ting and successful cultivation of domestic
loyalists has kept Russia’s appeal among Republicans near its all time high, the bottom has
come out from American public opinion on
China, with disapproval soaring over the past
four years across all demographics.122 Chinese
overt IO has had a significant impact in elections when the CCP clearly favors a candidate,
as in Taiwanese elections (see history section).
China’s behavior during the 2020 US Election
was cautious, with more care taken not to antagonize either candidate than to effect a specific
outcome.

COVID-19
From January to November 2020, China published 133,437 pieces on COVID-19, or about
400 pieces per day. The pieces ranged from
highlighting the international community’s
praise for China’s response, including that of
President Trump, to Chinese aid efforts, to the
ability of the CCP to marshal massive resources to contain the pandemic. Although COVID
was among the top issues for US voters, China
was unable or unwilling to parlay this concern into electoral messaging.
In the final two weeks of the election, China
published 2,961 English-language pieces on
COVID, driving 1.97M active engagements,
but only 57 (1.9%) referenced Trump, accounting for 1,428 engagements. Of these only
three were op-eds critical of Trump, with the
balance largely quotes directly from Trump.

Only 20 pieces (0.7%) referenced Biden, 19 of
which were reports on the presidential debate
or an infected staffer flying with Biden. One
piece stated that “Trump derides doctors as
COVID-19 cases surge, Biden defends medical
workers,” the closest any Chinese media came
to suggesting Biden’s handling of the pandemic would improve upon Trump’s.
Even in achieving the primary goal of China’s
COVID messaging, to allay concerns over the
CCP’s culpability, China seems to have found
little success. China published 36,633 pieces
in English this year on its handling of the pandemic, driving only 568k engagements. About
78% of Americans think China is “a great deal”
or “a fair amount” to blame for the spread of
the virus.123

China ran multiple series on COVID
but none tied the pandemic to
election issues

Civil Unrest
With 59% of American votes saying violent
crime was very important to them, and 52%
saying the same of racial inequality,124 civil
unrest in the United States presented an
opportunity for China to shape public opinion on a major electoral issue. China briefly
made common cause with BLM, but by and
large focused on Beijing’s own image, framing
American police brutality and racial inequality as buffers against criticism of China’s
treatment of Uighurs and Hongkongers.
Chinese leadership embraced BLM in late
May and early June but only insofar as the
movement criticized American authorities.
When the US Consulate in Guangzhou hosted
a talk on BLM, Global Times claimed the
purpose was “inciting a color revolution”
targeted at the city’s African population.125
While some Chinese content denounced the
methods used by American police to disperse

protestors, most accused the US of hypocrisy
in American authorities’ denouncing of methods used by Hong Kong police to disperse
protestors.
Only 47 pieces from China discussed both
BLM and Trump. While one highlighted the
presence of KKK members waving Trump
flags at a rally and another collated a list of
racist statements from Trump, there was no
sustained effort to inflict electoral damage
on the president for his handling of race
relations. Only 26 pieces discussed BLM and
Biden, mostly mentioning that race relations
would be a topic at a given debate or town
hall.
Nonetheless, the CCP’s American rivals,
largely aligned with Trump, strove to tie BLM
to China. Following the Heritage Foundation’s
discovery that a BLM leader led a group funMINDS BESIEGED
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ded by a pro-CCP organization, prominent right-wing pundits such as Ben Shapiro, Sebastian Gorka, and Donald Trump Jr., claimed
BLM itself was funded by the CCP, leading to
a rebuttal from the New York Times.126 The
Fulan Gong-owned Epoch Times called the
protest movement “Beijing’s Revenge” while
sister channel New Tang Dynasty (NTD) wrote
“Pro-CCP Groups Pull Strings in US Riots.”
NTD’s livestream interview with the Heritage
Foundation author garnered over 150k views.
China offered no response.
Despite the popularity of narratives connecting the CCP and BLM, China’s embrace of
the movement was tepid, temporary, and
conditional. Overt information operations
betrayed a view of BLM as a useful tool to
deflect criticism of Chinese police brutality
and ethnic tensions. Even in this limited goal,
China deployed few resources and found little

OVERT IO

Portrayal of Biden and Trump
An outgrowth of China’s long running attempts to control the narrative around COVID, as
the election neared, China increasingly blamed President Trump as opposed to the government at large for failures at pandemic
containment. This varied from accusing the
president of poor health practices to amplifying Bob Woodward’s revelation that Trump
understood the danger of COVID in early
2020.127 Criticism reached a post-summer
peak in September, at the same time as Facebook’s takedown of a network of fake Chinese
accounts amplifying similar content.128 China
laid the blame for Trump’s infection on the
President himself, and portrayed the President as out-of-touch with normal Americans
experiencing the pandemic.129

China expressed skepticism that Biden
would help to mend relations between the
two nations

Chinese outlets consistently rejected Trump’s
claims of Chinese malfeasance, whether on
the pandemic, trade, or other areas of global
cooperation. China dismissed the criticism as
underhanded campaign tactics but rarely responded in kind with direct attacks on Trump.

tent became somewhat supportive of Joe Biden. Despite official assessments suggesting
China desired a Biden victory, Chinese outlets
expressed only cautious optimism about the
prospects of a Biden administration.130
Prior to the first presidential debate, China
published articles referencing US foreign
policy experts who stated a Biden win would
lead to better relations between the US and
China.131 Chinese media also shared reports
that exonerated Biden of allegations of criminal activity in Ukraine.132 Following the presidential debate, China highlighted a handful
of Biden’s talking points and portrayed him as
the more measured and intellectual candidate.133 Despite the positive coverage of Biden,
China also used the debate to assault US global leadership and implied a broader American decline.

In the lead up to the election, Chinese con-

Electoral Fraud
Although Chinese leaders were among the last
to congratulate Biden, Chinese English-language media began to refer to Biden as President-Elect on November 8th. Chinese media rarely amplified voter fraud conspiracies,
sharing only seven posts on the subject, all of
which directly quoted Trump or Republican
leaders while granting no editorial credence
to the claims. In the 30 days after the election,
China published 844 pieces on Biden with a
highly positive sentiment of +0.51 on a -1.00 to
+1.00 scale. The pieces generated 583k active
engagements.
While CCP outlets followed the lead of other
major media outlets in the wake of the election, rival Fulan Gong’s New Tang Dynasty’s
strident promotion of election fraud claims

made it among YouTube’s most popular news
channels. From November 3 to December 4,
New Tang Dynasty hosted no fewer than 25
live streams pushing conspiracies of election
fraud, garnering 27.1 million views, and accounting for ⅔ of all New Tang Dynasty’s most
popular videos of all time. During the same
period, all English-language Chinese videos
on YouTube on every topic amassed only 19.3
million views.
Chinese overt information operations, though
generously funded and with a dominant position on Facebook, had no significant impact
on the US election. When China engaged in
election issues the content aimed to bolster
China’s image rather than affect voting habits
in any major way. Chinese media had no ob-
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vious core audience and no segmentation which could create the foothold that Russia has
with American traditionalists through RT. China is not only struggling to find an American
audience, but is being lapped many times over
by archrival Fulan Gong, whose media empire
has embraced the microtargeting and outrage
that fuel much of social media success.
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After notching early successes in cyber warfare with high profile attacks on American companies
and infrastructure, Iran struggled to make a meaningful impact on the 2020 US Presidential Election.
Iranian overt information operations are scattershot and ineffective beyond a core audience of
ardent Shii supporters in the Middle East. Covert information operations in 2020 showed a new level
of sophistication and complexity, suggesting potential danger in the future but little impact on the
election.
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As a state merged with the hierarchy of Shiism,
Iran has long relied on religious influence to
achieve its geopolitical goals short of kinetic
action. This has enabled Iran to wield influence across the Shii World, with powerful proxies
in Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria, Lebanon, Yemen,
and to a lesser extent Bahrain and Qatar. With
the rise of the digital age, Iran has struggled
to form an effective international propaganda
apparatus, hamstrung by a restrictive media
environment at home, an adherence to revolutionary messaging abroad, and a scattershot
approach. Rather, Iran’s digital successes have
come in the covert space, either from elaborate
forgeries or hacking attacks.

aimed at a Tajik audience on any social network. As much as a fifth of Iranians natively
speak Azeri,140 a language mutually intelligible
with Turkish, but Iran has no Turkish-language
programs, ceding the airwaves to regional rival
Turkey.

Iran’s broadcasting, both domestically and internationally, is dominated by the state corporation Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting
(IRIB). IRIB launched its first international
channel with Al-Alam in 2003, an Arabic-language broadcaster. The launch coincided with
the US invasion of Iraq and, thanks to a terrestrial broadcaster near the Iraq border, Al-Alam became one of the few international
Iran has no public, formalized information channels in Iraq accessible without a satellite.
warfare doctrine like China or Russia, but mi- Three years later, IRIB launched sister chanlitary leaders often discuss the concept of “soft nel Al-Kawthar, focused on religious content.
war” and echo Russia’s portrayal of Western Reflecting a strategy of depth over breadth,
democracy promotion as a euphemism for Al-Kawthar focuses on Shii theology, preclucoup plotting. In 2011, the head of the paramilitary Basij called on members to be prepared
for the “soft war” and boasted that 10 million
members were mobilizing online in Iran’s defense.137 According to a 2012 article in the state-owned Young Journalists’ Club, soft warfare
is a means for the enemy to achieve regime
change, primarily through cyberspace, by aggravating existing tensions within society under the cover of supporting democracy.138 In
2019, General Hossein Salami, now head of the
IRGC, declared that Iran and the United States
were engaged in an intelligence war including
“psychological warfare and cyber operation,
military provocations, public diplomacy and
intimidation tactics.”139
Though international propaganda plays a crucial role in “soft warfare”, Iran punches below
its weight and makes haphazard use of resources. For instance, VK is the top social network
in Farsi-speaking Tajikistan. But Iran’s only
presence on VK is not in Farsi but in Spanish,
a language used neither in Iran nor on VK. The
Iranian government, the world’s largest producer of Farsi-language content, has no outlets

ding an audience in much of the Arab World
and has bureaus only in Beirut, Tehran, and
Baghdad. The Islamic Ideology Dissemination
Organization, which reports to the office of the
Supreme Leader, launched Mehr News Agency,
a newswire the same year publishing in Farsi
and English.
In 2007, Iran launched PressTV under IRIB to
compete in English for control of global narratives. Following the Green Revolution, a mass
wave of protests in 2009 organized in part on
American social networks, Iran banned Twitter
and Facebook domestically while beginning a
major initiative to reach a broader audience.
Sahar TV launched the next year with Shii religious programming in Kurdish, Azeri, Urdu,
Bosnian, French and English.
Iran’s most extensive international broadcaster
is Spanish-language HispanTV, begun as a pet

Hierarchy of Iranian English- and Spanish-Language Outlets within the Government
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project of President Mahmoud Ahmedinijad in 2010, and focused on Latin American affairs. HispanTV collaborates closely
with Venezuelan state broadcaster VTV141 and the project seems
largely an effort to strengthen existing ties between the leaders
of Iran and Venezuela rather than to persuade or otherwise affect populations.

“We are engaged [with the US] in
psychological warfare and cyber
operation, military provocations, public
diplomacy and intimidation tactics”

In 2012, the Islamic Ideology Dissemination Organization launched Tasnim News Agency which, like its sister agency Mehr
News, publishes in English. The same year, the United States
applied sanctions to IRIB, severely limiting access to resources
for Iran’s international propaganda outlets. IRIB’s budget shrunk
by perhaps half between 2009 and 2012142 but has since rebounded.143

Maj. Gen. Hossein Salami

Botnets meant to bolster Iranian influence have shown an impressive level of complexity, with dozens of impostor websites
promoting one another and social media accounts impersonating local American candidates.144 While some of these accounts
have gained traction in follower counts, their impact falls well
short of Russia’s covert operation in 2016.
IRIB outlets increasingly turned to social networks to reach a
broader audience, but with the networks banned at home, and
a doctrinaire adherence to Shia revolutionary messaging, the
channels struggled to build audiences on par with Russia or China. Messaging hews tightly to the government line, betrays non-native level of English proficiency, and misses the mark when
trying to aggravate existing tensions.
Where Iran has faltered with overt information operations,
covert operations have seen more success. In response to the
Stuxnet attack on Iranian nuclear facilities, Iran established a
dedicated “cyber army” in 2012.145 Previously, the IRGC has employed contractors to carry out offensive cyber operations, such
as distributed denial of service attacks against online banking
websites.146 In 2013, the same group gained access to a small dam
in Upstate New York, with only an outage related to maintenance
preventing the hackers from controlling the dam. The FBI eventually charged seven Iranians, working on behalf of the IRGC,
with the attacks.147
An attack in 2014 on Sands Casino, owned by outspoken Iran-critic Sheldon Adelson, caused a serious breach of consumer data
and the destruction of company documents.148 In 2017, TrendMicro reported an Iranian hacker group had discovered a vulnerability in 120,000 IoT cameras.149 The vulnerability was presumably exploited for intelligence gathering, though it’s unclear how
many cameras were affected and where.
Iran’s “soft war” efforts have been sputtering, featuring redundant and ineffective initiatives more reflective of the whims of
different leaders than a coherent strategy. Despite Iran’s faltering
efforts at influence, its cyber operations are a serious force and
have exacted a significant cost already. Iran’s cyber capabilities
pose an ongoing threat, even if unsupported by complementary
information operations.
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Before the election, the NCSC assessed that
Iran’s cyber activity would focus on reconnaissance and online influence.150 An ODNI assessment found that Iranian activities aimed “to
undermine U.S. democratic institutions, President Trump, and to divide the country.“151 In
late October. CISA released an advisory warning that Iran was intent on influencing and
interfering with the US elections to sow discord
among voters and undermine citizens’ trust in
the democratic process. The advisory detailed
that Iranian hackers, using techniques such as
DDoS attacks, SQL injections, spearphishing
campaigns, website defacements, and disinformation campaigns, have been “creating
fictitious media sites and spoofing legitimate
media sites to spread obtained U.S. voter-registration data, anti-American propaganda, and
misinformation about voter suppression, voter
fraud, and ballot fraud.”152
On September 10th, Microsoft reported that
an Iran-linked cyberespionage group, dubbed
Phosphorus by Microsoft and Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) 35 by FireEye, had between
May and June 2020 attacked the personal or
work accounts of individuals associated with
the Trump Campaign.153 According to FireEye,
APT 35 is an Iranian government-sponsored
hacker group that conducts cyberespionage
to acquire strategic intelligence tied to geopolitical, economic, or human rights interests.154
The group relies on spearphishing and spoofing attacks to harvest credentials and infect
networks.155 Besides targeting the Trump campaign, the threat actor also attempted to access
email accounts belonging to the current and
former US government officials, journalists, and the Iranian diaspora. The efforts were
unsuccessful, however, and had no impact on
election systems.156

In mid-September CISA and the FBI announced that an Iran-based hacker group, believed
to be a contractor for the Iranian government,
had targeted US federal entities and other US-based networks in the IT, government, finance, media, and healthcare sectors. The hacker
group’s objective was to intrude networks,
maintain access, and exfiltrate sensitive data.
The hacker group also reportedly sold access to
the compromised networks in an online hacker
forum. No evidence points to election infrastructure being targeted.157 In August 2020 the
FBI said a group of hackers associated with the
Iranian government had attacked the US private and government sector exploiting recently
discovered and unpatched vulnerabilities. The
FBI found no evidence of election meddling.158

Iran used the information to intimidate voters
based on party registration by sending threatening emails, which became a popular story
heading into the election.162 Voters in Florida
and Alaska received emails saying: “Vote for
Trump on Election Day or we will come after
you.” Iranian hackers also posted and circulated a video aimed at undermining citizens’
trust in the voting process.163 Through these
tactics, Iran sought to prey on the existing fears
that election security is flawed. The email scheme points to Iran’s resolve to directly interfere
in the US democratic processes, and showcases
how Iran uses innovative techniques to promote its agenda. One of the emails impersonated
the Proud Boys, the far-right group, reflecting a
newfound Iranian adaptability to cultural senOn October 21, the Director of National Intelli- timents and trending topics in the US.
gence John Ratcliffe and the FBI director Christopher Wray announced that Iran had succes- Iran remains a lesser threat than Russia and
sfully obtained publicly available American operates through less sophisticated tactics. Alvoter registration data.159 On October 30, CISA though Iran was ambitious and attempted to
advisory assessed that an Iranian hacker group interfere in the election, its espionage efforts
targeted US state websites and election websi- were not successful in affecting the election intes and is responsible for mass dissemination frastructure. Glenn Gerstell, a former general
of intimidation emails and disinformation counsel of the National Security Agency, said
taking place in mid-October 2020.160 In Septem- that Iran’s efforts were not a real attempt to
ber 2020 the hacker group reportedly scanned change election outcomes.164
state websites with Acunetix, a widely used web
scanner, and attempted to exploit websites to US Cyber Command’s aggressive online postuobtain voter registration data, exploiting flaws re and willingness to conduct cyber operations
in websites and known vulnerabilities. The may have deterred Iran. On November 3, US
CISA advisory stated that the Iranian group, media reported that the US Cyber Command
“successfully obtained voter registration data and the National Security Agency had underin at least one state.”161 However, Iran may have taken cyber operations against Iranian hackers
not had to obtain the data illicitly, as some was working for the IRGC.165 In an interview, Genepublicly available and sold on the dark web. ral Paul Nakasone, the Commander of the US
The ease of obtaining such information, which Cyber Command, said that he was “very confican be used for cyberattacks and for dissemi- dent in actions” taken against adversaries who
nation of disinformation, lowered the barriers seek to interfere with the election.166
of entry for Iran to meddle in the election.
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COVERT IO

445
facebook
takedowns

Iranian covert IO mainly propagates through the International Union of Virtual Media
(IUVM) network, a quasi-governmental organization of unclear position in the state hierarchy. IUVM uses internet memes, videos, and
digital articles which hew closely to official
government positions of pro-Iran, pro-Palestine, and anti-US content.167 IUVM typically
creates original content on its own websites
which they then promulgated via inauthentic
news outlets on social networks. Iran combines overt and covert propaganda approaches to
reach larger audiences.168
Iran conducted a five year-long covert IO campaign using content from PressTV and disseminated under the guise of Liberty Front Press.
The network, discovered by FireEye, focused
on amplifying social tensions in the US and
UK.169 This case fits into a widespread pattern
of tactics, goals, and discovery of Iranian covert information operations. In 2017, Iran published a forgery of The Atlantic website in 2017
which posted pro-Iran articles on the war in
Yemen.170 Iran’s covert techniques are sophisticated and often demonstrate a deep understanding of its audience, such as its use of memes
in 2018 to target US progressives.171
In early 2020, Google and Facebook detected
coordinated Iranian IO on their networks that
targeted US and international audiences. Google removed 3 Youtube channels in January
after an investigation revealed an IUVM network.172 Content from these channels talked
about Iranian military strikes in Iraq and US
foreign policy on oil. Facebook similarly removed 6 Facebook and 5 Instagram accounts involved in coordinated inauthentic behavior on
behalf of Iran. This content’s focus was broader than that in Youtube’s takedown, covering
topics like US elections, US immigration policy,

0

twitter
takedowns

and US-Iran relations among others.173 Election
related content targeted Christian-oriented
groups on Facebook and was generally critical
of the Trump Administration.174 The accounts
had a small follower base and limited audience.
In April, Google and Facebook disclosed another covert Iranian IO conducted by the IUVM
mainly focused on COVID-19 and targeting the
US. Google removed 16 Youtube channels in
connection with this IO, and Facebook removed 389 Facebook accounts, 6 Instagram accounts, 118 Pages, and 27 Groups.175 Graphika
reported that Iran deployed multiple narratives
on COVID, which echoed Ayatollah Khamenei’s
accusation that the virus was an American biological weapon, criticized the US response,
and extolled the Iranian pandemic response.176
From February to March, IUVM published content suggesting the US created the coronavirus,
content which fake accounts later amplified on
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter.177 Content
on COVID took a strong pro-China stance and
frequently defended China from critiques by
Western media. Iran also interspersed content
on COVID with more general posts criticizing
Donald Trump, most of which appeared in English.
In October, Facebook, Google, and Twitter disclosed their investigation into a covert Iranian
IO campaign that amplified conversations on
protests in the US, anti-Saudi sentiment, and
the US election. Facebook removed 57 Facebook accounts, 365 Instagram accounts, 19 pages, and 6 groups, Google removed 2 Youtube
channels, and Twitter suspended 104 accounts.
Iranian content on Twitter and Facebook had
greater overlap than either did with content on
YouTube which primarily criticized the Saudi
government.178
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Covert Iranian Twitter accounts amplified content on Black Lives Matter (BLM) and related
protests in the US.179 Facebook identified three
distinct Iranian networks in its report, one
targeting the US, one targeting Israel, and one
targeting Afghanistan.180 The network that targeted the US bore similar fingerprints to the
IUVM network detected in April and shared an
emphasis on the US election related content.181
This network had a follower base of approximately 700 users before being removed from
the platform. The network focused on Israel
used fake accounts purporting to be Israeli and
Iraqi. The content included memes and images
critical of Prime Minister Netanyahu and Israeli regional policies.182 Iran’s covert IO that targeted Afghanistan impersonated existing Afghan
media outlets, criticized US involvement in the
country, and stoked tensions on women’s rights.183 These networks comprise Iran’s most recent covert IO and represent a marked increase
in content volume compared to the preceding
months of the year.

OVERT IO

Overview
Without a dominant position on a social network akin to Russia’s presence on YouTube
or China’s on Facebook, Iran entered the 2020
election with far less ability to shape election
narratives. Unsophisticated and ineffective
messaging with no clear intended audience
further hampered success. On major election issues, Iranian propaganda struggled to
shed the Shii revolutionary tone that alienates

many foreign audiences. Iranian officials had
accused the United States of creating COVID
as a biological weapon as early as February
and continued amplifying the conspiracy to
discredit the American government into the
election. Iran embraced BLM, adopting a largely unsuccessful narrative that Islamic Liberation was Black Liberation. Iran consistently
attacked President Trump while assuring its

audience that the real enemy was the United
States. Iran’s overt IO bore resemblance to the
aspirations and aims of Russian and Chinese
IO, but fell short of a commensurate impact.

COVID-19
The Islamic Republic framed the global pandemic as an act of American duplicity–from
American sanctions which revealed a callous
indifference to fighting the virus, to stating
that the virus was an American biological
weapon, calling COVID “a tool of American
genocide.”184 These conspiracies figured prominently in Iran’s covert efforts (see previous
section).
Iran denounced the US’s inability to provide health measures domestically, especially
for minority populations.185 But as the election neared, Iranian COVID messaging diminished, accounting for only 300 posts in
English and Spanish in the entire month of
October. Iran used covert means to amplify
content on Trump’s pandemic failures through Youtube and Facebook, but these efforts
had tapered off by June.186 Iran’s mixed covert/
overt efforts on COVID were uncoordinated
and unfocused, yielding little success for any
single narrative supported.

Ayatollah Khamenei expressed support for BLM, though little suggests any impact from
that support

Civil Unrest
As racial tensions around the US worsened
in May and June, Iran portrayed America as
overwhelmed by chaos and on the brink of
collapse. Iranian leadership had embraced
the message of BLM in the movement’s early days, hosting a “Police Brutality Against
Blacks” forum in 2015.187 When BLM protests
swept the United States in June 2020, Iranian
Foreign Minister Javad Zarif issued a statement calling “for the entire world to wage war
against racism.”188 Ayatollah Khamenei posted
on Instagram “If you’re dark-skinned walking
in the US, you can’t be sure you’ll be alive in
the next few minutes… #BlackLivesMatter”.

Iran mocked attempts by Trump to delegitimize the protestors by blaming political rivals,
foreign powers, or domestic extremists.189
While Zarif’s tweet accrued 2.1k comments,
6k retweets, and 19k likes, and drew headlines, Iran’s support for the BLM movement is
unlikely to have had any impact on the election or on the movement.190 The few hundred
thousand engagements from Iranian content
paled in comparison to the billions of engagements on the topic overall. Even in right-wing
media, which often sought to discredit BLM,
Iran’s support for the movement was rarely
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mentioned. Unlike Russia, whose 2016 page
Blacktivist organized real world BLM rallies
and won more followers than the official BLM
page,191 Iran appears to have had no appreciable impact on the movement. While RT
could attract leading like Black intellectuals
like Cornel West and Angela Davis, Iran could
claim no major names to its English-language programming and seemed to largely stop
trying to appeal to BLM by July.

OVERT IO

Portrayal of Biden and Trump
Iran published far fewer posts on Biden than
on Trump with little consistency in portrayals
of the president-elect. In the three months
leading up to the election, Iranian outlets
published 164 English and Spanish-language
posts on Biden which drove 36.8k active engagements. In content on Biden, Iran expressed
a sentiment of -0.19.
Iran did not take a strong stance on Biden.
A handful of posts characterized him as a
more level-headed candidate, frequently and
unfairly condemned by Trump.195 Iran published a few tweets which accused Biden of
“spreading hatred of #Russia.”196 Suggesting
Iran more disfavored Trump than favored Biden, Iranian outlets reminded audiences that
the United States, not any one president, is
the enemy.197

Iran often mocked Trump but rarely
expressed support for Biden

up to the election, Iranian English and Spanish-language outlets published 754 posts on
President Trump which drove more than 329k
engagements. In content referencing Trump,
Iran expressed a sentiment of -0.5 on a -1 to
+1 scale.
Iranian outlets amplified statements by top
Democrats to characterize Trump as harming
the election’s integrity.193 Iran all but called
Trump authoritarian with “what-ifs” should
Trump refuse to leave office after losing the
election. Iran magnified talking points from
Biden’s campaign in which Kamala Harris
cast Trump as an incompetent leader.194 The
use of remarks by Trump’s opponents added
legitimacy to Iran’s claims.

Iran portrayed Trump as an incompetent
and an imperialist bent on staying in power
by destabilizing the US and international
community.192 In the three months leading

Electoral Fraud
From election week onward, Iranian media
decreased its anti-Trump focus and reoriented
toward a more general anti-US approach. In
the month following the election, Iran published 710 English and Spanish-language posts
on both candidates, driving more than 373k
engagements. Iranian post-election narratives
reflect a return-to-form for Iranian IO, in addition to a continued focus on allegations of
electoral fraud in the US.
Following Biden’s victory, Iran’s Minister of Fo-

reign Affairs suggested that while Trump was
gone, the US could not be trusted.195 Iranian
media reiterated this point and said US policies toward Tehran were unlikely to change
under Biden.196 Iran quoted a political analyst
who claimed the “US was too corrupted” for
the election result to matter, and amplified
claims of electoral fraud and post-election violence with an emphasis on President Trump.197
Other media outlets continued the assault on
the US and denigrated the American democratic system.

Iran began 2020 with an overextended digital
media presence and little success reaching
beyond their Shii core. On each campaign
issue, Iran’s English- and Spanish-language offerings showed little hint of reaching a
broader audience. Iran’s messaging was untailored, generic, and undisciplined. Though
Iran boasts publishers in an impressive array
of languages, those publishers are far behind
the capabilities of their Chinese and Russians
counterparts.

Iran heavily pushed
conspiracies of voter fraud
in the election
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CONCLUSION

TOWARDS A MORE DEMOCRATIC,
SECURE, AND RESILIENT

FUTURE

W

hile foreign adversaries
failed to replicate the success of 2016 in 2020, their
adaptability and resourcefulness still demand vigilance. The previous four
years have witnessed a surge in the complexity
and sophistication of information operations.
Building up the resilience of our election infrastructure is paramount to preventing malign attacks against machines and minds that
compromise our democracy.
The next major test of the resilience of
our election infrastructure, physical and
cognitively, will be the 2022 midterm elections.
Though led by domestic actors, rather than the
adversaries themselves, discrediting election
results, the longstanding goal of Russian and
Iranian information operations, has never
been closer to realization. Aggravating this
existing tension will be a centerpiece of future
campaigns, using the below tactics:
Combined Cyber-Influence Operations.
Hacking to pilfer material for information
operations has proven effective time and
again. Inserting fake news into genuine hacked
material has and will continue to provide an
invaluable means to spread disinformation.
As seen in 2016 and 2020, covert botnets can
disseminate favorable portrayals of pilfered
material from mainstream media across
social networks.
Amplifying Domestic Allies. Already used to
significant effect, Russian and Iranian outlets
in particular will give voice to American
activists and pundits who spread conspiracies
of election fraud. Doing so not only provides
a platform for conspiracists but also bolsters
the resumes of conspiracists, aiding their
ability to appear on mainstream programs.
Microtargeting.

Russia

has

achieved

spectacular success building separate
ecosystems for the far right (RT, RT America)
and far left (Watching The Hawks, RT Going
Underground) and Fulan Gong has surpassed
China by appealing only to the far right.
Adaptable actors will launch brands meant to
appeal to specific political ideologies rather
than the population as a whole.
Longer-Term
Operations.
Given
the
contentiousness of the 2020 election results,
malign actors are already starting to plan
longer-term operations for the 2022 election
cycle and beyond. Russia began spreading
conspiracies about the Ukrainian revolution
in 2014 but only won acceptance into
mainstream right-wing media this summer.
Many of the most effective cyber intrusions
lay dormant for years, reflecting the long term
operating scale of our adversaries. Malign
actors will have succeeded if they cause
suspicion, confusion, and distrust in election
results, government institutions, and the
American electorate.
So given the challenges above, can we defend
election integrity? What can be done to combat
these trends? There are five major policy
recommendations in order to build resilience
and protect America’s election infrastructure.
Increasing the Capabilities and Capacity of
DHS CISA. With DHS CISA’s roots in preventing
cyber attacks and coordinating with the
private sector (which owns the majority of the
country’s critical infrastructure), CISA is still
early inbuilding its expertise and authorities
in influence operations. CISA needs to hire
full-time staffers who are regional experts
to fully utilize its expanding authorities to
detect and combat foreign malign influence
operations. CISA’s mandate is unique in
covering both cyber and IO, and dedicated
teams within CISA should coordinate the two.
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Integrate
Influence
Operations
and
Cybersecurity. IO and Cybersecurity typically
reside in different offices and agencies, siloed
from each other, hamepring coordinated
counter-attacks and defensive posture against
adversaries’ blended cyber-IO attacks. There
are currently two major efforts at integration:
Army Cyber Command absorbing information
warfare duties by 2030201 and General Paul
Nakasone’s efforts to incorporate influence
operations at CYBERCOM202. Ensuring a
successful transformation requires political
support for these and similar initiatives.
More
Centralized
Authorities
for
Combatting
Election
Interference.
Combatting digital election interference
requires a whole-of-government and wholeof-society approach. Currently, DHS CISA is in
charge of detecting intrusions and protecting
physical infrastructure while DoD, State
Department, and other agencies are charged
with countermessaging targeting foreign
audiences. Messaging towards domestic
audiences falls within DHS unless COVID-19
related, which falls under the Department
of Health and Human Services. The maze of
authorities, coupled with traditional interdepartmental cultural and political clashes,
undermines effective action. Centralization
and better coordination would ensure all
tools are available to combat serious threats
to election integrity.
More Effective Private-Public Partnership.
As election integrity is a whole-of-society
approach, ranging from an educated electorate
to local nonprofits’ get-out-the-vote initiatives
to social networks stemming disinformation,
the US government needs to build more
effective private-public partnerships (PPP).
These partnerships should include private
and civil society from the start as opposed

to the government outlining strategies and
values before approaching other sectors.203
The model has been highly successful in
the US Government’s approach to quantum
information technology. When applied to
election integrity, a similar consortium would
lessen concerns in the private sector of overregulation.

against disinformation.

Cohesive Grand Narrative of American
Values. The US government needs to provide
a vision that inspires the majority of the
population. In the current polarized context,
having a grand narrative is easier said than
done. But US history shows us the power
of such narrative. The Marshall Plan and
New Election Czar Position. A new “election containment theory against the Soviets created
czar” position or expanded role for the a narrative of America promoting democracy
DHS CISA chief should coordinate and lead and generosity abroad and a shared sense of
the whole-of-government effort to protect purpose in defeating communism. This grand
elections. The election czar would be apolitical vision helped lead to the fall of the Berlin Wall
and protected from political dismissal during and victory against the Soviets. Yet in the 21st
the post-election period. A nonpartisan century, a grand narrative that demonstrates
committee of three should be established to American values is lacking. This has allowed
fringe domestic and malign foreign actors to
appoint and oversee the position.
Improved Civics. Defending election integrity fill in the vacuum with their objectives and
means ensuring an informed electorate, and narratives. What does America stand for now
to that end we recommend major initiative and in the future? And equally important,
to broaden civics education. The initiative what does it not stand for?
would work with local boards of education
and state and federal education departments The fissures and cracks manifested by the 2020
so that Americans are ingrained with civics election are merely symptoms of the bigger
knowledge and critical thinking to defend issues of the divisiveness of American society

and low trust in government institutions.
Adversaries have taken advantage of domestic
strife to achieve major objectives without
firing a single shot. Their cyber and IO
capabilities will only continue to expand as
they normalize cyberspace as a legitimate
battleground. The reduction of foreign
interference in 2020 from 2016 is a good signal
that when the US government puts its mind
to election integrity that it can beat back
adversarial impact. But that is not enough. The
US Government needs to be more coordinated
in its defensive capabilities while also actively
filling the narrative and influence gaps before
adversaries get to them first.

Russia, China, and Iran have had a long history of
viewing the media as a part of its armed forces. The
hacking of physical machines and minds is merely a tool
in their respective arsenals. Their ultimate goal is not to
have their “candidate” elected but rather to sow distrust
in the governmental bodies responsible for elections and
the subsequent results. With as much as a quarter of the
population rejecting the legitimacy of the 2020 election,
the task of defending our information environment has
never been more dire.
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ABOUT US

EXPOSING DIGITAL PROPAGANDA

U

rsula Le Guin’s The Ones Who Walk Away From Omelas tells the story of
a society of unimaginable wonder, whose citizens are fulfilled and happy
and living lives of complete perfection. At a certain age, citizens are brought beneath the grand palace at the center of town to see a child kept in a
dungeon in permanent misery. They’re told the utopia of Omelas depends
on the suffering of the child. Most decry the child’s pain but continue with
their lives. A rare few get up and leave the paradise of their home.
Omelas brings together the world’s best developers with field-defining experts in defense
and diplomacy to identify and analyze misuse of the world’s most powerful communication
tools. We began by applying the tech advertisers use to understand why people become
loyal to brands to understand why people become loyal to terrorist groups. We’ve since
expanded to propaganda of all kinds with a focus on Great Power competition.
From weekly companywide ethics questions to continuing education on philosophy, foreign policy, and more, we remain constantly aware of the ethical implications of our decisions. You’ll never find content from random individuals who chose the wrong hashtag or
keyword in their content in our database. We’re concerned with the actions of overt state
and nonstate actors and every entity in our database has been verified, with citation, by a
subject matter expert. Our staff combines extensive experience in data science, serverless
architecture, and data engineering, work in dozens of countries, and fluency in a dozen languages to deliver the most comprehensive technology for malicious influence on the web.

Email us at sales@omelas.co to find out how we can partner.
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